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Our journey…..

What got us thinking…



What is the role of the student and the 

teacher?

In our survey of about 750 learners of mathematics from 
over 30 FE and sixth-form colleges, learners described 
their most frequent behaviours in the following ways:

 “I listen while the teacher explains.”

 “I copy down the method from the board or textbook.”

 “I only do questions I am told to do.”

 “I work on my own.”

 “I try to follow all the steps of a lesson.”

 “I do easy problems first to increase my confidence.”

 “I copy out questions before doing them.”

 “I practise the same method repeatedly on many 
questions.”

From Malcolm Swan’s Standards Unit:  Improving 

learning in mathematics:  challenges and strategies



Another perspective…
Of my 72 students, 79% identified the teacher as the authority (status and 
epistemic), the student as passive recipient, and/or the role of school as 
knowledge transmission. Here are some of their responses:

Role of teacher Role of student

Grade the work

Impart knowledge on the students

Teach the material

Share their knowledge

Lecture

Explain

Teach clearly

Help solve problems and do them 

over and over again

Pass on knowledge

Teach math concepts so they are 

simple and easy to understand

Show examples of a problem

Teach students how to do the 

assigned work

Give and deliver information

Listen to the teacher

Take all the knowledge the teachers 

have to offer

Learn from the teacher

Take notes

Do worksheets

Pay attention

Study diligently

Be quiet

Absorb the knowledge

Absorb information

Learns what the teacher teaches

Bryan Meyer, www.doingmathematics.com



Why do students 

perceive their role as 

passive? 





Is Quiet better? Should we be 

talking?
In Jo Boaler’s book “What’s Math Got to do with it” she 
quotes Sarah Flannery who won the European Young 
Scientist of the Year award for the development of a 
breathtaking mathematical algorithm.

“The first thing I realized about 

learning mathematics was that 

there is a hell of a difference 

between, on the one hand, 

listening to math being talked 

about by somebody else and 

thinking that you are 

understanding, and on the other, 

thinking about math and 

understanding it yourself and 

talking about it to someone else.”



“When students listen to someone laying 

out mathematical facts (a passive act 

that does not necessarily involve 

intellectual engagement), they usually 

think that it makes sense, but such 

thoughts are very different from 

understanding..”
Jo Boaler, What’s Math Got to Do with It?



Ways to get kids talking:

1. Sorting and matching

2. Sometimes, always, never

3. Making predictions

4. Deconstructing misconceptions 

5. Perplexing problems



1.  Sorting and Matching

With a partner, sort the cards so that you 

have different representations (graph, 

table, algebraic, visual) for each of the 4 

relationships.  



 What did you talk about?

 What do you need to consider 

when creating a matching activity 

to maximize the level of 

discussion?



Expressions, Equations, 

Formulas?



2.  Sometimes, Always, Never

When you cut a piece off a shape, 

you reduce it’s area and perimeter

A)Sometimes

B)Always

C)Never

From Malcolm Swan’s Standards



3. Making Predictions

Predictions pique our interest. Once we 
wager that our favorite sports team will win, 
we want to know the final score. Once we 
guess the identity of the murderer in a 
mystery novel, we keep reading to find out 
if we were right.

Annie Murphy Paul
Mind Shift: What’s Your Best Guess? 

Predicting Answers Leads to Deeper Learning

http://blogs.kqed.org/mindshift/author/anniempaul/


Grad Problem (adapted from Dan 

Meyer)

The list to the right shows all of 

the students in a graduating 

class.

There were some speeches and 

then the students started 

crossing the stage to get their 

diploma.

The students circled cross the 

stage at 1:28pm and 1:33pm 

respectively.

About how long do you 

think grad was?

Can’t post image 

for privacy 

reasons



4.  Exposing and Discussing 

Misconceptions

Addressing misconceptions during teaching 

does actually improve achievement and long-

term retention of mathematical skills and 

concepts. Drawing attention to a 

misconception before giving the examples 

was less effective than letting the pupils fall 

into the ‘trap’ and then having the discussion.

(Askew and Wiliam 1995: 13)



Making Use of EQAO Data
The total cost of swimming at a 

community swimming pool is made 

up of a membership fee and a cost 

per swim.

At this community centre, Jake pays 

a total of $100 and swims 40 times. 

Paula pays a total of $70 and swims 

25 times.

Which of the following statements is 

true?

a   The membership fee is $20.

b   The membership fee is $30.

c   The cost per swim is $2.50.

d   The cost per swim is $2.80.



In the following expression you can 

“cancel” the “2x’s”:

True or False?



5.  Perplexing Problems

 Walk this Way

 Graduation Problem

 Mullet Ratios (adapted from mrvaudrey.com/mr-v-on-teaching/)

Perplexity is the goal of engagement. We can go ten 

rounds debating eggs, broccoli, or candy bars. [references a 

debate, long since settled — dm] What matters most is the 

question, “Is the student perplexed?” Our goal is to induce in 

the student a perplexed, curious state, a question in her head 

that math can help answer.

Dan Meyer

Can You Match This.doc
graduation - linear relations.pdf
Mullet Ratios.notebook


Student Video – Walk this Way



Student Video – Grad Problem



Student video – Mullet Ratio



Perplexing problems allow for:

 Discussion while students are working

 Misconceptions to arise naturally and 
students to reason through them

 The sharing and discussion of student 
solutions

 Making use of student solutions to draw 
out connections and new learnings



Creating a Culture for Discussion and Discourse

What do you do to create and sustain a 

culture of discussion and discourse in 

your classroom?



 Visit our blog

www.themathletes.wordpress.com

You will find:

 our presentation and resources shared

 posts with stories about our other 

adventures in classrooms

http://www.themathletes.wordpress.com/

